In opinion-finding, the retrieval system is tasked with retrieving not just relevant documents, but those that also express an opinion towards the query target entity. This task has been studied in the context of the blogosphere by groups participating in the 2006-2008 TREC Blog tracks. Spam blogs (splogs) are thought to be a problem on the blogosphere. In this paper, we investigate the extent to which spam has affected the participating groups' retrieval systems over the three years of the TREC Blog track opinion-finding task. Our results show that spam can be an issue, with most systems retrieving some spam for every topic. However, removing spam from the rankings does not markedly change the relative performance of opinion-finding approaches.
INTRODUCTION
The Blog track at the annual Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) was initiated in 2006 to study the informationseeking behaviour in the blogosphere [3] . A key feature that distinguishes blog contents from the factual content used in other TREC tasks is their subjective nature. Many blog queries are person names, both celebrities and unknown, and the underlying user information needs seem to be of an opinion, or perspective-finding nature, rather than fact-finding. Indeed, opinion-finding has formed one of the central tasks investigated by the TREC Blog track since 2006 [3] . In this task, the information retrieval (IR) systems of participating groups are tasked with locating blog posts that express an opinion about the target entity, e.g. a name of a person, location or organisation.
Adversarial issues affect all forms of Web search, and the blogosphere is no exception. The ease by which blog posting can be automated has given rise to spam blogs (also known as splogs) [1] . Splogs may have plagiarised content from other blogs or news sources, in order to drive users to profitable context-based advertisements. Alternatively, false blogs with negligible content are created to realise a link farm intended to increase the search engine ranking of affiliated sites [1] .
The TREC Blogs06 corpus has been used for the opinionfinding tasks in TREC [2006] [2007] [2008] [4] . In this corpus, there is a proportion of assumed splogs that were injected into the corpus and crawled in the same manner as the normal blogs. The number of assumed splog feeds is 17,958 (17% of all feeds), which produced 509,137 posts (16%).
It is of note that the list of splogs was not released to groups participating in the opinion-finding tasks run as part of the TREC Blog track 1 . Hence, groups participating in TREC may have been affected by the presence of spam. In a previous study, we found that different topics were more or less affected by spam -e.g. health and transport topics were more likely to retrieve splog posts than topics on computers or shopping [2] . In contrast, this work analyses the effect that these spam blogs in the collection have had on the IR systems of the participating groups across the three years that the task ran (150 topics, 393 runs). Hence, it is the first comprehensive account of the implications of this spam on the absolute and relative effectiveness of various opinion-finding retrieval techniques.
METHODOLOGY & ANALYSIS
In this study, we ascertain how the splogs in the Blogs06 corpus affect the IR systems of participating TREC groups. For each year of the TREC Blog track opinion-finding task, 50 new query topics were selected from a commercial query log by TREC assessors -numbered 851-900, 901-950 and 1001-1050 for years 2006, 2007 and 2008, respectively. Participating groups run their IR systems on these topics, and submit the top 1,000 retrieved posts for each topic (known as a run). For TREC 2008, systems used submitted baseline runs (runs without opinion-finding features enabled) as the basis for their opinion-finding runs. This allows measurement of the relative improvement in opinion-finding performance compared to the corresponding baseline. Finally, the TREC 2008 submitted runs contained the retrieved documents for all 150 topics from all three years, allowing for the study into how the participating IR systems have evolved.
We believe that the presence of posts from splogs in a search engine ranking will annoy users, leading them to believe that the overall quality of the search engine is poor, with the consequent fall in usage, ad revenue, etc. Hence, based on the ground truth list of splogs in the corpus, we use standard IR measures to measure the presence of spam in the retrieved blog posts: Spam@R, the number of splog posts in the top R retrieved posts; Spam@all, the total number of splog posts in all of the 1,000 retrieved posts; Spam-MRR, the mean reciprocal rank that the first splog post retrieved for each query appears at; and finally Spam-MAP, the mean average precision where the splog posts are treated as rele- Figure 1 shows the mean Spam@R for various R values. We can see that the number of spam documents increases linearly with rank, and that a marked number of these are retrieved in the first 100. Next, Table 1 Next, we investigate whether spam impacted on the retrieval effectiveness of the opinion-finding approaches. For TREC 2008, five submitted highly-performing baseline runs were selected by TREC and re-distributed to participants. The participants could try up to four opinion-finding approaches on top of each standard baseline [3] . However, on inspection, we find that all of these standard baselines were affected by splog posts, retrieving an average of 90-146 splog posts per 1000 posts, which is higher than the median retrieval systems reported in Table 1 . Indeed, for topic 1035 (a health-related query), the baseline with highest opinionfinding retrieval performance (baseline4) also retrieved 444 splog posts out of 1000 posts.
We now investigate if any of the 21 opinion-finding approaches applied on all of the TREC 2008 five standard baselines would have benefited from splog post removal. Firstly, note that assessors (who were not asked to judge if a post was spam or not) may have judged splog posts as relevantindeed, across the relevance assessments of all topics, 5.5% of all opinionated relevant posts were from splogs. Hence, we remove all splog posts from the relevance assessments. Next, from the baseline runs and the resulting opinion-finding app-2 This total includes baseline runs. roaches, we remove all splog posts (and denote this 'Without Spam'). In doing so, we assume that the opinion-finding techniques deployed by participants would have ranked the non-splog posts identically if the splog posts were or were not present in the corresponding input baseline run. Table 2 reports the mean performances of the best approaches by the top 3 groups out of the 21 approaches that used the 5 standard TREC 2008 baselines. The results are in terms of opinion-finding MAP and ∆ opinion-finding MAP over the corresponding baseline, both with spam and when spam is removed from the runs. From Table 2 , we see that while the relative ranking of groups' approaches appears unchanged, the overall effectiveness is increased. This shows that removing spam can increase the retrieval effectiveness of the opinion-finding approaches, if the spam is considered as non-relevant. Moreover, when spam is removed, user annoyance at spam should be reduced. Finally, if we correlate the relative ordering by opinion-finding MAP of all 21 opinion-finding approaches before and after spam removal, we obtain Kendall's τ = 0.962, showing that there is very little difference in the relative ordering -indeed, the most effective approaches remain effective when spam is removed.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown that spam is currently an issue in opinionated blog search. Our results lead us to infer that, in general, retrieval performance is benefited when spam is removed, and, moreover, user annoyance should be reduced. In particular, we find that, on average, for every 1,000 posts retrieved, the participating systems would retrieve 100 splog posts. This is a marked recall rate, and suggests that splog removal may be necessary. We also find that removal of spam did increase the effectiveness of the opinion-finding approaches. However, as it did not impact the relative ranking of the approaches, those approaches which are effective in the presence of spam are generally improved when spam is removed. In the future, we hope that by releasing the assumed spam ground truth in the Blogs06 dataset, more research and development on appropriate techniques for splogs identification can take place. With such a dataset, it should become possible for groups to investigate improving the absolute performance of their opinion-finding approaches in future TREC Blog track tasks, which will use the larger Blogs08 corpus with further possible spam.
